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1. INTRODUCTION 
The emergence of the needs for a non-Cantorian set theory can be traced 
back to the conception by tukasiewicz [2, 33 and Post [lo, 121 of many- 
valued logics. Early attempts to build a set theory based upon tukasiewicz 
many-valued logic were made by Skolem 1131, Chang [4], and Gen- 
tilhomme [S]. Hence, although the concept of fuzzy set appears to have 
been independently proposed by Zadeh [ 15, 161, it has clearly been the 
achievement of ideas developed by many authors investigating “nonstan- 
dard’ logics. 
Building on the works of tukasiewicz, Moisil came up with the concept 
of many-valued algebra [8]. 
The subject of algebraic logic ould not have come into existence had it 
not been for the inspiration provided by Stone representation theory of 
Boolean algebras [143. The essential contribution of the works of Stone is 
their understanding of the relationships between Boolean algebras and 
fields of sets. 
The object of this paper is the elaboration of a representation theory of 
many-valued Lukasiewicz algebras; the concept of fuzzy algebra playing 
the role that the notion of field of sets plays for the representation f
Boolean algebras. This theory provides both a logical basis to fuzzy set 
theory and a semantic interpretation of tukasiewicz and Post many-valued 
logics. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Boolean algebras may be considered as a generalization of the 
notion of field of sets. Fundamental results for such an interpretation are 
the Stone representation theorems 1141 which establish that any field of 
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sets is a Boolean algebra and, conversely, that a Boolean algebra is 
isomorphic to a field of sets, i.e., toa subalgebra of the power set P(X) of a 
certain set X. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A filter of a lattice (L, v , A, 6 ) is a nonempty subset 
U of L such that: (i) If x, y E U, then x A y E U; (ii) If x E U and y < x, then 
y E U. An ultrafilter U of L is a filter such that: (iii) 0 E U; (iv) U is maximal 
with respect o (i), (ii), and (iii). 
The concept of ideal reveals the connection between Boolean algebras 
and the theory of provability. Suppose that B is a Boolean algebra elements 
of which are the propositions of some theory and that U is a nonempty 
subset of B elements of which are the provable propositions of the theory. 
Saying that U is a filter amounts to assuming that if p and q are provable 
then “p and q” is provable, and that if p is provable then “p or q” is 
provable no matter q may be. Equivalently, a necessary and sufficient con- 
dition for U to be a filter isthat 1 E U (i.e., all tautologies are provable) and 
that, if p E U and p + q : = (p v 4) E U, then q E U (i.e., modus ponens is a 
rule of inference). Next define a Boolean logic as a pair (B, U), where B is a 
Boolean algebra and U is a filter of U. Then (B, U) is called consistent if 
for no p in B are both p and p provable. (B, U) is called complete if for 
every p either p or ~7 is provable. Clearly (B, U) is consistent and complete 
iff U is an ultralilter. 
THEOREM 2.1 [ 141. Let B be a Boolean algebra and let & be the set of 
its ultrafilters. Then B is isomorphic to P(%), the embedding monomorphism 
being given by f(x)= { UE%!:XE U}. 
2.2. Tracing back the history of logic we realize that tukasiewicz 
must be given credit for introducing in the early 1920s many-valued logic 
in a systematic way [2, 33. The interest in many-valued logic originated 
from philosophical problems resulting from admitting statements which do 
not satisfy the law of excluded middle. tukasiewicz many-valued logic 
assumes that the truth-value Ip( of a proposition p is a real number from 
the interval [0, 11. 
A principal motivation to the conception of a many-valued logic was 
that a truth-functional treatment of the modalities was not possible in two- 
valued logic. This led tukasiewicz to the modal operators of possibility A,, 
tx E (0, 1 ] and of necessity V,, c( E [0, l), the truth-tables of which are, 
respectively, given by 
lAxpI = 
1 iflp12cr 
IV, PI = 
1 if (pl>a 
0 if IpI <cx, 0 if Jp( da. 
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Using the following propositional connectives: negation (-I ), con- 
junction ( v ), disjunction (A ), implication (+), and equivalence (ct), 
tukasiewicz many-valued logic may be developed in accord with the truth- 
tables which are based on the arithmetic rules 
IlPI = l- IPI? 
IP v 41 = maxCIi4, 1~11~ 
IP * 41 = minCIA I41 I, 
IP -+ 41 = min[l, 1 - IA + 1411, 
IPc-‘ql= l(P-+4) A (P-+4)1. 
Clearly Boolean logic is a special case of tukasiewicz many-valued logic. 
This suggests that the latter may be assigned an algebraic counterpart. For 
this purpose, the concept of many-valued algebra, due to Moisil [8], is 
essential. 
DEFJNITION 2.2. A e-valued tukasiewicz algebra is a 6-tuple 
CL 6 (~L),,P, Wlel~~ n, NJ, where 
(Ll) (L v, A,-, <) is a distributive lattice with a smallest element 
0 and a greatest element 1. The Boolean sublattice of complemented 
elements of L is denoted CL. 
(L2) Z is a chain with a smallest element 0 and a greatest element 1 
and whose order type is 0. P = I- {0}, I’ = I- { 1 }. 
(L3) n is an order-reversing involution in I. 
(L4) N is an order-reversing involution in L such that N(x) =X, 
vx E CL. 
(L5) {d,} is a family of morphisms L + CL such that, Va, j E P, 
(4 ~,(O)=O~ h(l)= 1, 
(b) d,dx = 4,, 
(cl (a < PI * (4p d dd, 
Cd) (~,(x)=~,(y),Va~P)~(x=y). 
(L6) {$.} is a family of morphisms L -+ CL such that 
(a) II/,d4,,va,B~Z-{o, I}, 
(b) c,baON=NOtjna, VaeZ’, 
(cl A\~<~$fi=A~~~4~=4~, VaEZ- (0, 1). 
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For simplicity, we say that L is a o-valued tukasiewicz algebra. From 
(L5) and (L6) we can derive the further elations 
W’) (4 $,(O)=O, 11/,(l)= 1,
(b) Qrl/, = II/m, 
(cl (a <PI - WB 6 ti,), 
(d) (~a(x)=~r(y),va~zl)~(~=y). 
The morphisms 4, are the algebraic ounterpart of the modalities in 
tukasiewicz many-valued logic. In particular, we derive from (L5) that, for 
all XE L, da(x) A 4a(x) =0 (law of excluded middle in CL) and 
h(x) ” f?ux) = 1 (1 aw of noncontradiction). (L5)(e) is the determination 
principle. 
For 0 = p, p E IV, L is a p-valued tukasiewicz algebra with 
I= (0, l)...) p- l}, 
n(k)=p-k+ 1, 
& L-t CL, kEZ- {O}, 
*k=4k+*? kel- {p-l}. 
For 8 = 2, L E CL is a Boolean algebra. In the following, we will assume 
that 0 B 1, the order type of R. 
THEOREM 2.2. N is an antiautomorphism of L. 
Proof As an involution, N clearly is a bijection of L. Furthermore, 
since *, is a morphism then, Vx, ye L, VC(E Z’, It/,(x) v t+b,(y) = 
t+bJx v y) E CL. Hence 
NC$Jx) ” $,b)l = NCti,b ” ~11, 
i.e., since N ) CL(. ) = (3: 
No@,(x) A N~$,(.v)=N~$,(x ” v) 
or 
4mCNx) A NO)1 = AmCNx ” Y)I. 
As c1 is arbitrary, applying (L5)(e) of Definition 2.2 yields N(x A y) = 
N(x) v N(y) and then N(x v y) = N(x) A N(y). 1 
THEOREM 2.3. In a e-valued tukasiewicz algebra L, the following asser- 
tions are equivalent : 
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(i) XECL. 
(ii) #,Jx) = x, Vcc EP. 
(iii) $Jx) =x, Va E I’. 
Proof We will prove that (i) j (ii) * (iii)*(i). 
(a) Let XE CL. Then, Va E P, d,(x) = 4,(x), i.e., 4,0 N(x) = 
No 4J.x) = $,, o N(x). The mappings c/H~, and CIH Ic/, being non- 
increasing, the restrictions CII+#, 1 CL and aw 11/m 1 CL are constant. 
However, Vy E L, @r(r) 6 y d tiO(y). Hence Il/Jx) =x = b,(x) and then 
x = d,(x) ‘da EP. 
(b) Let x be such that ~Jx) =x, t/cc E P. Then $Jx) = $O(#ll(x)), i.e., 
d%(x) = $Jx). Similarly 4i(x) = #i(d,(x)), i.e., d%(x) =4,(x). Hence 
l)@(X) =x, Va E I’. 
(c) Let x be such that $Jx) =x, t/cc EI’. Since Il/Jx) E CL, then 
XECL. 1 
3. REPRESENTATION THEORY 
3.1. We say that a O-valued tukasiewicz algebra is complete if it is 
complete as a lattice. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Two O-valued tukasiewicz algebras (L, I, (q3,), 
(IClJ, n, N) and (L’, 4 (d&J, ($3 n, W are said to be homomorphic if there 
exists a morphism f: L -+ L’ such that 
0) fob,=diof; Vamp, 
(ii) foN=N’of: 
If f is a monomorphism, we say that L can be embedded into L’. 
We note that (i) and (ii) imply fo 11/11 = $j of, Va E I’. 
MacNeille completion theorem asserts that any Boolean algebra B has a 
completion in the sense that B can be embedded into a complete Boolean 
algebra [6]. It is then natural to ask whether a tukasiewicz algebras has a 
completion. To answer this question requires a further concept. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A O-valued tukasiewicz algebra L is said centered if 
(i) L contains the elements c,, a E P, such that 
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(ii) For all 8-tuple (x,)?, p, where X, E CL and C~HX, is non- 
increasing, there exists x E L such that 
x = v (x, A c,). 
The elements c, are called the centers of L. 
THEOREM 3.1. A e-valued Eukasiewicz algebra L may be embedded into 
a centered and complete &valued tukasiewicz algebra L*. 
Proof. Let M be the MacNeille completion of CL [6]. Define the 
monomorphisms 
h,: L-rMO, x- (It/a(X)),,@, 
h,: L+M’, xt-+ (~,(X)L,P~ 
s=h,oh,’ 
Let L, (resp. L2) be the sublattice ofMB the elements of which are the 
@tuples Cd, E f I (resp. (x,),, p) such that C(HX, is non-increasing. Let w 
be the equivalence relation on L, (resp. L,) defined by (x,)-(x&) iff 
V acpxp=Vm<Px~vaEf (rev. A\p<zxD=Ap,.x~~a~~). If KAasl~ 
(resp. (X,),,p) denotes a generic element of L,/- (resp. L,/-), let L: 
(resp. L:) be the lattice whose elements (act)as,l (resp. (b,),,p) are defined 
by a, = inf X, (resp. b, = sup X,). Next define the mapping s^: L: + L:, 
(a,)H (b,) such that, Va E I- (0, 1 }, if a, E X, then b, E X,. Hence 
s^.c’ = 
GP 1 
1 if fl<a 1 if /?<a 
0 if p 
-kc2 = 
2 a, a,’ i 0 if /?>a. 
Then clearly s^ is an isomorphism such that s^ 1h,(L) = s. 
Next consider the lattice L* whose elements are given by [(a,),,,l, 
(b,),,p], (a,) EL,, (b,) = s^[(a,)]. By construction L* is a complete lattice 
where [(a,), (b,)] = [(a&), (b&)]o(a,=ah, VaEZ’)o(b,= bh, VaEZ“). 
The elements of L* such that a,=a, VaEZ’, and hence b,=a, VaEP, are 
denoted a. They are the complemented elements of L*. The elements 0 and 
1 are, respectively, thesmallest and the greatest elements in L*. 
Next define the morphisms 
rl/,*: C(a,L @,)I ++a,, aEI’, 
CC: [(a,), @,)I ++b,, aEP, 
N*: [(a,), (b,)l H CWh,), N(a,Jl. 
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Then (L*, L (4,*), ($,*), 12, N*) is a e-valued tukasiewicz algebra. 
Moreover, L* is centered, the centers being c,* = [(c&), (c&)1, 
cr~l- (0, l} and cT=l. 
Finally, let h: L --t L* be the mapping 
h(x)= Ch,(xh *(X)1 = c(II/a(x))rG,~Y (4JX)LEPl. 
Then clearly h is a monomorphism and 
ho~,(.)=~,*oh(.)=9,(.), VEEP, 
hoICI,(.)=II/,*oh(.)=W,(.), va E I’, 
hoN(.)=N*oh(.)=($,~N(.)), (/$,oN(.)). 
This completes the proof. 1 
The e-valued tukasiewicz algebra L* will be called the centro-completion 
of L. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let L be a O-valued Lukasiewicz algebra. Then 
(o--+4+lG4$p). 
Proof. Let L* be the centro-completion fL and let XE L*. Two cases 
have to be considered. 
(i) Assume first that 4,*(x) = qS$(x). Then define 
y= cx ” 4,*(x)1 A q, 
z=x A c;. 
Hence 
i.e., y = z and then ICI:(y) = $T(z), Vy E I’. However, for a < y < /!I, we have 
by(Y) = b,*(x) ” ICI,*(x) =eYx)=~a*(x) 
and 
Thus I/~,*(X) = #p*(x). 
(ii) Next assume that d,*(x)#qSp*(x), i.e., d *(x)> q5$(x). Define 
u = Cqy(x) A c,*l ” C@(x)cB*I d x. 
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Then 
Applying (i) yields 
if O<yda 
if c1< y <p. 
and 
Therefore $Z(x) > #z(u)> e;(x). As x is arbitrary, we have 
(0 <a < b < 1) =E- (tj,* a$$). Let h be the embedding monomorphism 
h: L+L*. Then, for O<a</3< 1, 
i.e., 
3.2. A fuzzy subset A [ 15, 161 of a carrier set X is given by 
A = KT PAX)): x E X), where pa, the membership function of A, maps X 
into a chain I equipped with a smallest element 0 and a greatest element 1. 
Given two fuzzy subsets A and B of X, A is said to be included in B, 
A c B, if pLA(x) < pB(x), for all x E X. 
Given a family (Aj: Jo J} of fuzzy subsets of X, the union and the inter- 
section are, respectively, defined by 
A= u Aj, fl.4(.)= v PA,(.), 
JSJ IEJ 
A= n Aj, k4(.)=A P.4,(.). 
jcJ IEJ 
The collection (p(X), u, n) of all fuzzy subsets of X is a distributive lat- 
tice with a smallest elements /zr and a greatest element X. 
If 1 is equipped with an order-reversing involution , the fuzzy com- 
plementation is the order-reversing involution N’ on p(X) defined, for all 
Ad%‘) by ~~~~~(.)=nh(.)). 
The weak a-cut is the mapping f,: p(X) + P(X) defined, for all 
aEp=Z-{0}, byf,(A)={x~X:~,(x)>,cc}. 
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The strong a-cut is the mapping g,: Z’(X) + P(X) defined, for all a E I’ = 
r-(1}, byg,(A)={xEX:,u,(x)>a}. 
For any sublattice L of p(X), containing 0 and X, and closed under N’, 
f,, V~EP (and hence under g,, V~EZ’), the 6-tuple (L,Z,(f,),,p, 
(&Lcl 9 1 n, N’) is called, if 8 is the order type of I, a &valued fuzzy algebra. 
In the following, a fuzzy subset will be identified with its membership 
function and a true subset with its characteristic function. 
THEOREM 3.3. A e-valued fuzzy algebra is a &valued tukasiewicz 
algebra. 
Proof It suffices toput 4, = f,, $, = g, and N = N’. 1 
THEOREM 3.4. A O-valued Lukasiewicz algebra (L, Z, ($,), ($,), n, N) is 
monomorphic to the @valuedfuzzy algebra (I’(@), Z, ( fg), (g,), n, N’), where 
% is the set of ultrafilters ofCL. 
Proof: (1) Let f: L -+ p(a) be the mapping defined, Vx E L and 
VUE?%!, by 
f(x)(U) = sup(a E P: I&) E U}, 
where f(x)(U) actually stands for ,u~~~,( U).Clearly f reduces in CL to the 
Stone monomorphism of Boolean algebras (see Theorem 2.1). 
We note that if #c((x) E U and p < tl then 4p(x) E U. Hence f(x)(U) = 6 iff 
{a E P: +4=(x) o U} = (0, a]. In particular 
f(O)(U) = sup64 01 = 0, 
f(l)(U)=sup(O, l] = 1. 
(2) For any x, y E L and any U E @‘, 
f(x ” .W-J) = sup@- E P: U4 ” MY) E U>, 
= sup{ a E P: f$Jx) E U} v sup{ a E P: da(x) E U}, 
=f(x)(V “f(Y)(U). 
Similarly, f(x A y)= f(x) A f(y). 
Let x, YE L be such that f(x) =f(y). Then, VUE%, 
sup(a e P: d,(x) e U> = sup(a E P: d,(y) E U}, 
and consequently 
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Hence, Va E P, da(x) E U iff 4,(y) E U, i.e., 
Applying Theorem 2.1 yields 4*(x) = #,J y) VCY El“ and then x = y. Thus f 
is a lattice-monomorphism. 
(3) Next we have 
fO4,(XNU) = SUP{PE p: 4/?4J4E u> 
= sup{/I E10: fjJx) E U}. 
Hence 
fo4,(x)(U)= :, i 
if $Jx)E U 
if d,(x) $ u. 
The mapping a-4, being nonincreasing, c#~(x) E U (resp. 4,(x)$ U) iff 
sup{ fl EP: ~Jx) E U} 3 a (resp. < a). Thus 
fo4,(x)(U)= :, i 
if f(x)(U)2a 
if f(x)(u) <a, 
i.e., fofj,=f,of, VaEP. 
(4) Applying Theorem 3.2 shows that f can be rewritten 
f(x)(U)=sup{aEZ’: ijo( U} 
and that f(x)(U) = & iff {a E I’: $Jx) E U} = [0, 6). Proceeding as in (3) 
yields foIC/,= g,of, VaEZ’. 
From the two equalities fo 4, =f, of, Va E P, and j-0 $a = g, of, Va E I’, 
one can derive foN=N'of: 1 
The monomorphism f can be shown unique in the sense that it is the 
only monomorphism which in CL reduces to the Stone monomorphism. 
3.3. The case 8= o, the order type of N, was considered by 
Ponasse [9]. The proof of the corresponding representation theorem is 
considerably simpler than that of Theorem 3.3. Indeed, as dk = l(lk _ i and 
fk = g,-, Vk E M, it suffices to prove that the mapping p(x)(U) = {k~ N: 
~,Jx) E U} satisfies the equality PO 4k = fk oj: Vk E N. To do so, Theorems 
3.1 and 3.2 are not needed. However, for 8 > A, f fails to be a morphism of 
&valued algebras ince then po 4, # g, oj: 
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Unlike the case 8 = o, the case 8 = rnE N is of particular interest. We
then have 
I= (0, l,..., m-l} := m, 
n(k) = m - k - 1, 
q5k: L+ CL, kern’:= m- {0}, 
lClk=#k+l? kern’:= m-(1}. 
The study of the m-valued case enables us to establish the relationships 
between Post algebras [10, 121 and fuzzy algebras. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A Heyting algebra is a triplet (H, +, 1 ), where H is a 
lattice with a smallest element 0 and a greatest element 1 and where, for all 
x, y E H, there exists a greatest element z : = x + y such that x A z < y. The 
element lx : = x + 0 is called the pseudo-complement of x. 
DEFINITION 3.4. A Post algebra of order m is a 6-tuple (Q, m, (ek)kp m, 
(Dk)ks rno, -+, l), where 
(Pl) Q is a distributive lattice with a smallest element 0 and a 
greatest element 1. 
(P2) m = (0, l,..., m-l), mO=m- (0). 
(P3) {e,: k E m} is a family of elements of Q such that e, = 0 and 
e,-,=l. 
(P4) {D,: kern’} is a family of morphisms of Q such that, 
Vj, ke m”, 
(a) k -+ Dk is non-increasing, 
(b) DjoD,=D,, 
Cd) Vx E Q, x = V;zl’ CD&) A eJ, 
(e) for all m-tuple (x~)~~ m , o xk E CQ, k H xk nonincreasing, there 
exists x E Q such that Dk(x) = xk, Vk E m”. 
(P5) (Q, +, 1) is a Heyting algebra. 
(P6) Dk(X + y) = Vj<k [Dj(X) + Dk(X)], Vk E m”. 
(P7) Dk(lX)=D1(x), VkErn’. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Two Post algebras Q and Q’ of order m are said to be 
homomorphic if there exists a morphism f: Q + Q’ such that 
409/114/2-3 
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(i) foDk=Dbcf; VkemO, 
(ii) .f(x -+ Y) =.f(x) -.f‘(~)~ 
(iii) f (7 x) = i,f(x). 
We then have the following representation theorem for Post algebras of 
order m. 
THEOREM 3.5. An m-valued fuzzy algebra L c l’(X) is a Post algebra of 
order m iff L contains all the constant fuzzy subsets of X. Conversely, a Post 
algebra Q of order m is monomorphic to the m-valued fuzzy algebra I’(@), 
where % is the set of ultrafilters of CQ. 
Proof: (i) Let L c p(X) be an m-valued fuzzy algebra. Define, VA, 
BE L, and VXE X, 
(A -, B)(x) = L(X) if A(x) < B(x) if A(x) > B(x) 
and 
lA=A+O. 
Let c;, k E m”, be the constant fuzzy subsets of X and let cb = 0. If, Vk E m, 
&EL, then CL, m, (c;L,,, (fk)ksm , o +, 1) clearly is a Post algebra of 
order m. 
(ii) Let f: Q -+ p(B) be the mapping defined by 
f(x)(U)=max{kEmO:Dk(x)EU}. 
Applying axioms (P6) and (P7) of Definition 3.4 shows that 
f(x+Y)=f(x)-rf(Y). 
f(1x)= if(X). 
Applying Theorem 3.4 completes the proof. 1 
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